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Traceability as a Productivity Tool 
When Cybord created its AI (Artificial Intelligence) based visual component analytics, a 
SaaS material monitoring system, it was with the goal of providing OEMs with a zero-trust 
solution that provides surgical component traceability(*1) and verification. It does that, but 
as proved in numerous field examples, it does much more and can deliver tangible value 
and ROI (Return on Investment) as a productivity tool. 

Traceability requirements are becoming a ‘must have’ and not a ‘nice to have’, table 
stakes if you will. The perception that this is an additional burden on the manufacturing 
process, this need not be the case. The right use of traceability data can save time and 
material in the manufacturing process by identifying issues way before the product is 
completed. The different levels of traceability impact on the ability to use the system 
more efficiently. The greater the level of traceability the greater the opportunity to 
improve production efficiency. (see figure 3) 

To reach the highest level of productivity, traceability cannot be based on only metadata 
provided by component supplier and machine operation data. There needs to be 
additional data that cannot be manipulated - this should be visual data. 

Adding a unique visual image can only be delivered by a system that provides 100% 
inspection of 100% of the components that go onto a PCBA (Printed Circuit Board 
Assembly). Prior to this solution, there was nothing that provided this level of inspection,  
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and hence the desired outcomes of zero-trust along with productivity improvement were 
more or less unachievable. By inspecting every device, sometimes at multiple points in  

the process, this desire has become a reality and is something that is now successfully 
deployed at several EMS factories for multiple OEMs. 

Traceability, quality, security, and optimized productivity can now all be achieved using a 
single tool. Some OEMs are already demanding this as part of their PCBA specification, 
others will follow, and as a result, the level of industry confidence in the EMS companies 
that utilize this solution is now much higher. In the recent supply chain crisis, many EMS 
companies have reported more defects, such as mixed orientation on a single component 
reel. 

In the future, it is likely that this type of 100% verified surgical traceability will become 
table stakes for manufacturers, but in the short term, those that do have it are seen as 
market leaders and are now known to be among the most reliable in their field. 

100% Verification Mitigates Risk 
Eight out of ten PCBA failures are as a result of component related issues. Using 100% 
verified components reduces recalls and removes the risks posed, particularly when 
disrupted supply chains allow lower quality, poorly stored or packaged or even counterfeit 
components to enter the market. This level of verification is only possible because of the 
broader adoption of artificial intelligence and big data. 

Components that should not be assembled fall into a few categories: 

• Some are fraudulent, designed to make a profit for bad actors, causing misery 
throughout the product life cycle. This includes out and out counterfeits, recycled 
parts, parts where the date code or marking has been forged or changed, and 
cloned parts. These parts could make up a whole reel or be mixed in amongst good 
devices on the same reel. 

• Others have quality issues, such as defective parts, damaged parts, or parts with 
oxidized or corroded leads, as a result of incorrect storage. 

• And then there are parts with bad information, such as undocumented lots, or mixed 
lots within a single reel, or even those with errors in their data or with only partial 
data. 

The truth is that before this zero-trust solution, data was incomplete. Sources of data are 
often incomplete, are prone to human error when manually entered, and can be low on 
detail. What’s more, much of this data is coming from the supplier and may be as 
unreliable as the component.
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The Cybord AI solution is based around trusting what is 
inspected and verified, and nothing else 
Only a fully inspected part can be truly verified. This is visually based on evidence, not on 
documentation. Cybord can inspect and analyze in three locations within the PCBA 
process. The first is at goods-inwards using the Cybord Kingfisher a  reel-to-reel, an 
inspection machine that takes an image of each component from the top. The second is 
the Cybord AQUILLA at placement, using the images generated from the pick and place 
system. This image is taken from the bottom of the component. And the third opportunity 
to verify is Cybord Ospreyon the AOI (Automatic Optical Inspection) equipment, usually 
at the end of the line. This is once again an image taken from the top of the assembled 
PCBA. 

The system makes a number of observations: 

• Label inspection is used to identify and read the data. 

• Parts types are also identified, based on how they look and AI-driven comparison to 
a database that has more than two billion images. 

• Homogeneity is also detected because every part is inspected. Poor homogeneity is 
often a precursor to having mixed parts within a single reel or batch. 

• The manufacturer is also identified at the inspection stage based on the image of 
the component, not from the data. 

• The age, or apparent age, influenced by handling, can also be detected in the 
system. Again this is data that can be compared with the data provided on the label 
or by the supplier. Like a person’s skin, the texture of a lead tends to become 
rougher with age. 

• Defects like cracks or dents can also be seen at the inspection point. 
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• The markings can also be decoded and compared. 

Figure 3 

As can be seen from the chart above, it is only with traceability level 2-4A that 100% 
inspection occurs and in real time. What is more, the amount and detail of the data 
obtained and stored is far greater. Currently, this AI-based visual inspection system is the 
only solution that provides this level of traceability. 

100% Verification Delivers Incremental Productivity 
Improvement 
The Industry 4.0 revolution is all about data, delivering actionable insights that deliver 
better and faster decisions and hence better outcomes. The fact of the matter is that it all 
starts with data, and that data needs to be accurate, reliable, and complete if good 
decisions and good outcomes are to follow. Good decisions are evidence based and only 
come from the most reliable data.

Productivity improvement occurs when work is carried out with less waste or with greater 
machine or human efficiency, i.e., more product is manufactured in less time or by less 
people, thus at a lower cost per product. 

Starting with the reduction of waste, which occurs in a PCBA or product 
manufacturing environment for three reasons: 
1. When a board is assembled using bad parts - this represents around 80% of 

product failures. 

2. When a faulty product or products escapes into the market and a recall is required. 

3. Or when a board is scrapped at one of the inspection stages due to bad 
workmanship or bad components. 
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The first and largest creator of waste is the use of bad parts in the assembly. This occurs 
all too frequently when parts are not 100% inspected and verified at goods-in, at 
placement, and at final AOI. A zero-trust approach to the supply chain is the only way to 
ensure all the parts on the line are known (verified) good parts.

When recalls occur, the cost can be huge, not just financial. For both brand and contract 
manufacturer, the reputational damage of a recall is enormous. Setting that aside, the 
waste occurs when far too many PCBAs are recalled because the level of surgical 
traceability needed is not utilized or is unavailable. Data from Cybord and its customers 
has shown that the number of recalls can be reduced as much as 100 fold by accurately 
determining the batch of components and PCBA likely to be at fault.

Boards scrapped during the process are a simple case of putting more and more 
production time and money into boards that should not be on the line. Catching errors 
early by using 100% inspection throughout the SMT line ensures higher yields and that 
less scrap or rework occurs. 

Next, let’s look at improved line performance and efficiency. 

Improvement in overall efficiency occurs when lines run continuously and are not stopped 
because of problems or unknown anomalies. Having parts inspected, verified, and sorted 
at goods inwards will likely reduce line stoppages by as much as 80%. A further reduction 
in stoppages occurs when placement image inspection is used as a secondary line of 
defense.

Any inspection process that impacts the speed of the line will also have a negative impact 
on overall efficiency. Inspection and verification systems need to work at the pace, or tact, 
of the line and need to provide data in real-time. Off-line inspection simply adds delay 
and reduces efficiency substantially. 

Measurable Results 
Data from Cybord’s OEM and EMS partners has shown that these productivity 
improvements provide a tangible and, most importantly, measurable return on 
investment, while delivering the kind of surgical traceability needed in a zero-trust supply 
chain environment. 
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(*1) Surgical component traceability is based on visual identification of every component placed 
on the PCB, once a component problem is identified the system can find the components that are 
its visual twins, hence there is no need to recall the entire reel or the entire lot and damage can 
be rectified surgically.
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Cybord`s innovative inline AI component analytics software 
solution for electronic manufacturing. Cybord platform 

enables 100% analysis of all components placed on PCBA. 
The solution implements AI &amp; Big Data technology to 

ensure productivity, quality, counterfeit, and unique 
visualtraceability based on evidence. 

 Visit www.cybord.ai or follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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